We investigated which factors determine cooperative behaviour of common marmosets, Callithrix jacchus, in an instrumental task. During the approach phase each of eight individuals of a family group learned in isolation to pull a handle moving a bowl with attractive food towards its reach. In the following two experimental phases we used 16 dyads. In a dyadic training phase we assessed whether the partners were willing to manipulate the apparatus and to share food. In the subsequent cooperation test we examined whether they were willing to cooperate at a slightly modified apparatus whose solution required one individual (the producer) to pull the handle and the other (the scrounger) to grasp the bowl. Although all individuals were willing to cooperate with at least one partner, only half of the dyads solved the task in the cooperation phase. Examination of the factors that correlated with success in this phase revealed that primarily those dyads cooperated in which the dominant subject took the role of the scrounger and the subordinate took the role of the producer. However, in these successful dyads the dominant animal did not force the subordinate partner to pull the handle. Rather, the partners of cooperative dyads shared the reward and pulled equally often in both the dyadic training and the cooperation test. Thus, cooperation of marmosets in an instrumental task seems to depend on a specific distribution of roles and the tolerance of higher-ranking individuals.
Institute of Zoology, University of Vienna (Received 3 August 2001; initial acceptance 12 October 2001;  final acceptance 28 March 2002; MS. number: 7020R) We investigated which factors determine cooperative behaviour of common marmosets, Callithrix jacchus, in an instrumental task. During the approach phase each of eight individuals of a family group learned in isolation to pull a handle moving a bowl with attractive food towards its reach. In the following two experimental phases we used 16 dyads. In a dyadic training phase we assessed whether the partners were willing to manipulate the apparatus and to share food. In the subsequent cooperation test we examined whether they were willing to cooperate at a slightly modified apparatus whose solution required one individual (the producer) to pull the handle and the other (the scrounger) to grasp the bowl. Although all individuals were willing to cooperate with at least one partner, only half of the dyads solved the task in the cooperation phase. Examination of the factors that correlated with success in this phase revealed that primarily those dyads cooperated in which the dominant subject took the role of the scrounger and the subordinate took the role of the producer. However, in these successful dyads the dominant animal did not force the subordinate partner to pull the handle. Rather, the partners of cooperative dyads shared the reward and pulled equally often in both the dyadic training and the cooperation test. Thus, cooperation of marmosets in an instrumental task seems to depend on a specific distribution of roles and the tolerance of higher-ranking individuals. Critical analysis of cooperation in primates reveals that the achievement of cooperation by pursuing a common goal may not only be the result of extensive cognitive capabilities but also a consequence of shared behaviour being largely subject to social constraints (Chalmeau & Gallo 1993 ,1996 . For instance, the failure of wild Guinea baboons, Papio papio, and Japanese macaques, Macaca fuscata, to cooperate in a task involving moving heavy baited stones may be accounted for by high levels of intragroup competition (Fady 1972; Burton 1977) . Differences in tolerance, as well as in dominance hierarchy and level of agonistic interactions, may explain why Tonkean macaques, Macaca tonkeana, frequently cooperated to move heavy stones while rhesus macaques, Macaca mulatta, rarely did so (Petit et al. 1992) . In Tonkean macaques dominance is relaxed, conflicts are generally bidirectional, individuals may easily interact with others regardless of social status, and cofeeding may involve several individuals without much contest (Thierry 1985 (Thierry , 1990 Thierry et al. 1989) . Rhesus macaques, however, are characterized by strong dominance asymmetry, intense and mostly unidirectional agonistic interactions, and high levels of competition (Lindburg 1971; Thierry 1985; de Waal & Luttrell 1985 , 1989 . Successful cooperation that was due to social tolerance was also reported in capuchin monkeys, Cebus apella, in a task whose solution required simultaneous pulling of two handles (Chalmeau et al. 1997) . The apparatus was accessible to the whole group. Although the monkeys did not understand the role of group members and did not take the behaviour of others into account, cooperation emerged because of the behavioural characteristics of this tolerant species (de Waal et al. 1993) . In particular, they allowed others near the apparatus and produced similar behaviour simultaneously on the same object owing to the effects of stimulus enhancement (Spence 1937; Thorpe 1956 ) and social facilitation (Zajonc 1965) .
Further evidence of the cooperative abilities of capuchin monkeys was reported by Mendres & de Waal (2000) . Two monkeys, separated by wire mesh, had to pull bars simultaneously to be rewarded with food. Analysing glances and the pulling behaviour of dyads revealed that individuals were able to adjust their behaviour according to their partners' actions. Mendres & de Waal (2000) suggested that the cooperative behaviour of capuchins is task dependent. As the above-mentioned studies have shown, two factors are relevant for cooperation: social conditions and cognitive conditions. The
